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Ebb & Flow

Appreciating in private
Igenica Inc. chose to raise money privately to build the
Goldsmith noted Igenica can develop ADCs or naked antivalue of its antibody platform before deciding whether to tap bodies, as appropriate for a given indication.
public markets. The money will take the
Haak-Frendscho said the extension
biotech’s first program into Phase I testing
would last through the year and let Igenica
“Every milestone the
and allow the company develop other
bring IGN523 into the clinic this quarter,
assets while forming partnerships selecplus advance its earlier programs.
company achieves,
tively.
IGN523, a humanized mAb against
technically or from a
Igenica raised $14 million in a series C
solute carrier family 3 member 2 (SLC3A2;
extension last week, bringing the total
CD98), is in development to treat acute
product or business
round to $47 million. All major existing
myelogenous leukemia (AML). The comperspective, strengthens
investors participated. Third Rock Venpound inhibits CD98’s amino acid transtures and The Column Group co-led the
port function to starve cancer cells, sends
its hand as a potential
extension, and 5AM Ventures and Orproapoptotic signals and induces antipublic company.”
biMed Advisors participated.
body-dependent cellular cytotoxicity.
CEO Mary Haak-Frendscho said IgenIGN523 was generated using two of
Mark Goldsmith, Third Rock
ica wants to advance its programs, start at
Igenica’s antibody development technololeast one strategic partnership and add
gies: surface tagged antigen (sTAg), which
several ADC candidates to its pipeline before thinking about identifies antibody-accessible tumor antigens; and in vivo antigoing public.
tumor antibody (iTAb), which generates the corresponding
“This additional funding gives plenty of flexibility so we can antibodies.
be selective about the business development deals we take on,”
In this case, Haak-Frendscho said it was most appropriate to
she said.
target CD98 with an unconjugated antibody.
Added Third Rock’s Mark Goldsmith: “Every milestone the
She said Igenica created IGN523 before developing its third
company achieves, technically or from a product or business platform, SNAP ADC technology. SNAP ADC, which the comperspective, strengthens its hand as a potential public company.” pany previously called Stapled ADC, attaches four payload
Goldsmith said Igenica is building for the long term. “We view molecules to each mAb at its disulfide bonds.
this as a product engine company that has a platform element to
Haak-Frendscho said Igenica’s next clinical programs would
it — we’ve put significant resources into developing this platform be ADCs and enter the clinic in 2016.
and a pipeline,” he said.
— Emily Cukier-Meisner
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